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説明

It would be useful to have two more options that individual users can set:
1) "Never"
2) "Only for things I watch"

The second is nice for people that are involved in a large number of issues but only want to receive updates on some of them.

journals

Jim Naslund wrote:

It would be useful to have two more options that individual users can set:
1) "Never"
2) "Only for things I watch"

The second is nice for people that are involved in a large number of issues but only want to receive updates on some of them.

+1 to "Never"

The 2) is also not a bad idea.

+1 to "Only for things I watch". I have someone who submits all of my issues. he doesn't
want to get an email just because of that!

+1 to "Only for things I watch".
I have someone who submits all of my issues. he doesn't want to get an email just because of that!

Every time the task changes, it's creator is notified.
Any chances to get this done?

Thanks in advanced.

You can disable creators from receiving emails notification by comment the following line at issue.rb located in app/models

notified << author if author && author.active?

After commenting this line the creator is not notified anymore. If you want him to be notified, just include his user as watchers.

This is enough for me.
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1) Never is a duplicate of Feature #1935 An option to completely disable email notifications

#1935#note-18
Indeed, silently committed with r4216 for version version:1.1.0.

2) "Only for things I watch" is still an outstanding request.

related_issues

relates,New,6914,Allow reporter to opt out from receiving email updates

履歴
#1 - 2022/05/10 17:22 - Admin Redmine

- カテゴリ を Email notifications_9 にセット
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